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Hansard Wednesday, 12 September 2012

Speech by

Hon. John-Paul Langbroek

MEMBER FOR SURFERS PARADISE

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT

Schools, Maintenance
Hon. JH LANGBROEK (Surfers Paradise—LNP) (Minister for Education, Training and

Employment) (2.12 pm): When I was briefed on my portfolio after the election there was nothing more
disappointing than the sad maintenance backlog left in our schools by those opposite. While they
wasted billions on political whims and white elephants, our schools were left to wither and crumble under
$292 million of unfunded maintenance. The Premier and the Treasurer were just as appalled. The
Commission of Audit noted it in its interim report. 

In yesterday’s budget we went a long way to fixing that with an injection of $200 million into the
schools maintenance budget. Better yet, the local school community will be the one to determine, in
conjunction with the principal, what works are prioritised and how they will be sourced. No longer do
schools have to use only QBuild. They can use private providers and they can use any savings to reinvest
in the school. 

So honourable members can imagine my surprise when I heard this reaction from Kevin Bates of
the Queensland Teachers Union. He stated—
In local communities, the people who make up the P and Cs will be the local business people who may very well stand to benefit on
maintenance in schools ...
That’s a reality, that’s not an accusation. 

It sounds very much like an accusation to me. Here we have the QTU president showing his hand.
We on this side of the House are happy for school communities to make decisions for their school. Kevin
Bates says that parents and volunteers cannot be trusted. It is reprehensible for the QTU to imply that
P&Cs would seek to use funds for purposes other than in their schools. It is reprehensible to smear P&Cs
with dissent, fraud or impropriety. I know who I would trust to make decisions about local schools; I would
trust the P&C president and the principal over an out-of-touch union that is more interested in its own
prosperity than in improving state schools. 

Opposition members interjected. 
Mr LANGBROEK: This is a choice that those opposite need to make. Does the Leader of the

Opposition support Kevin Bates’s accusation that the P&C at Durack State School will use money for their
personal benefit or does she support her local P&C? What about the member for South Brisbane? Does
she support the P&C at West End State School or does she support Kevin Bates? If those opposite do not
come out and say they support their P&Cs and condemn the QTU’s accusations, the P&Cs in their
electorate will have the answer. 
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